Universal Society of Standard Human
Universal Society of Standard Human will have five central representative offices in five
continents of the world and a representative office (As a mother embassy) in each country
which will take care of all the international affairs of all the countries – in each country – and
through replacement with existing embassies they will be run in a more dynamic and
intensive manner.

The Universal Society of Standard Human is a very strong and powerful and giant
management organization, with the goal of controlling and leading and management of
human life in five basic departments of life including: 1/ Management and politics, 2/
Religions and beliefs 3/ Culture and art 4/ Science and knowledge, 5/ Economy and
commerce and also all its subgroups which include all the affairs of human life ….

Five management departments of Universal Society of Standard Human
First department/ Management and Universal politics & order
A brief about the history management and politics of human world
The goals and duties of the management and politics department
Management and cleansing
2+2=4
The proposed government system of Standard Human
Management and politics and its subgroups
Second department/ Thoughts and beliefs and religions
A brief about the history of religions and beliefs of human world
A list of the religions and rituals and thoughts of human world
The goals and duties of the department of religion and belief
Management and cleansing
Religions and beliefs and their subgroups
Third department/ Culture and art and the beauties of life
A brief about the history of culture and art and customs and rituals of human world
The goals and duties of culture and art department
Management and cleansing
Culture and art and their subgroups
Fourth department/ Science and knowledge
A brief about the history of science and knowledge of human world
The goals and duties of science and knowledge department
Management and cleansing
Science and knowledge and their subgroups
Fifth department/ Economy and commerce and business
A brief about the history of economy and commerce of human world
….
The goals and duties of the department of economy and commerce
Management and cleansing
Economy and commerce and their subgroups
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1st Dept. / Management and universal politics & order
Politics and applying political methods in handling human societies, was studied and
discovered by ancient Greek philosophers for the first time in a methodical and con-centrated
manner (About 2500 years ago), the philosophers of ancient Greece in search of finding a
better way and method for governing and handling human society, and on the route towards
establishing a society based on manners and justice made a lot of efforts; ….
From the time man entered political discussions and political studies he has thread a
great route in the way of scientific growth and development; in the course of several centuries
thought and contemplation and political philosophy in the vast area of human life has had a
spectacular progress, and has gone forward in its path towards guidance of human beings for
establishing a science which by making use of its fundamentals and rules can give his life a
systematic and human order (With the goal of taking into consideration complete human
rights in all aspects of his individual and collective life), today politics enjoys a vast scope,
and as a pervasive science, it has taken human world under its control and administration.
A brief about the history of M. and Politics of human world
Mankind is the only creature who has a wise and intelligent relationship with his environment
– whether his natural habitat and whether his social life! Mankind tries to recognize the
environment and the different circumstances of his life and coordinate them based on the
goals and his individual and social needs and organize them; this recognition and
coordination and order which man follows in his life is the thing that has forced him to
contemplate on his relation with himself and his being and the circumstances of his life! It
was from this golden point of human life that he has started and followed the main route of
his social life in a systematic and targeted manner; in this way mankind has gone through
very primitive stages of his collective life and by passage of life he has passed a great
process.
The world of politics has mainly started from Greece and the West and after passing
through metaphysical thoughts and beliefs, they have commenced political thought in its
rational manner; the circumstances of political life has been the main source of evolution of
political thoughts and beliefs in their progressed and dynamic and targeted manner; the
ancient Greece was made up of cities which were scattered in valleys and coastal cities and
several islands; these cities were politically individual but at the same time they had common
social and political institutions.
The metropolitans of ancient Greece were the hub for dynamic and active and vibrant
social and political activities! Political struggles, social developments and the boom in
business and commerce and … had created a favorable environment for a vibrant social and
political movement for them; the two metropolitans of Sparta and Athens were the biggest
metropolitans of Greece; these two metropolitans had two different governmental and social
systems: Sparta was an agricultural society and had an organized and conservative
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government, but Athens was a society with commercial and nautical and craftsmanship life;
these two metropolitans each had a different model of different types of government and was
an inspiration for different political thoughts and beliefs.
Anyway under such ripe political and social and active circumstances, great
philosophers and sage lived and appeared which formed the world of politics in the main
form we know today; here Socrates and Plato and Aristotle started the main period of world
of politics with their thoughts and deliberations; Socrates by contrasting his thought with the
incompetent democracy of Athens which cost his life because of his thought! Plato with his
thoughts and theories such as: justice, through which he pursued total social coordination;
Ideal State and Philosopher King Government, through which he wanted to present the best
type of government; also for realizing the necessary conditions for training the Philosopher
King he organized special educational programs by establishing his Academy, which by its
thorough edu-cational program and courses he could train the most ideal and powerful and
philosopher kings and leaders, training such kings and leaders was one of the greatest
preoccupations of Plato in regards to establishing an ideal government; also for training the
best and the most knowledgeable kings Plato presented his limited Communism plan (Family
Communism and ownership) which created conditions in the life of commanders and
governors through which they had no preoccupation in regards to everyday issues and getting
involved with family and or gathering money and property and … - they would just think
about governing over their society; although this part of Plato's program was more idealistic
and not practical.
Next to Plato and in line with his theories and programs we have Aristotle who is one
of the biggest phi-losophers of history; among the greatest and most valuable theories of his
we can name his emphasis and indication towards the importance and position of law; from
Aristotle's point of view in a good and ideal society law must have the main authority not an
individual; Aristotle also names the terms for a good government and believes that a
good government should be analyzed based on its real circumstances, and the best
government is the one which can be achieved in real life; from Aristotle's point of view the
right of private ownership has special importance in the society, as it is a good incentive and
encouraging factor for people to pursue their vocation in the society in a more serious
manner, and also because it creates a sense of satisfaction and freedom in people …; In the
discussion of different types of governments Aristotle points to the imbalance among
governments and concludes that this imbalance is the reason that changes the governments;
for example democracy tends towards the government of illiterate masses, or the government
of the sage noblesse will lead to power seeking and dictatorship; one of the other reasons that
governments fall apart is that they don't observe justice and equality in the rights of people
which will cause the spirit of justice seeking among the masses and eventually will lead to
revolution; in line with this Aristotle suggests coordination and balance among the opposition
inside the government, so by maintaining the balance among them the probability of toppling
of a government reduces; a combinatory government is the best model of a government; as in
such a government stability among its pillars are best maintained; Aristotle divides
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governments into three main categories: 1/ Monarchies. 2/ The government of Nobles. 3/ The
government of the middle class ….
Following this beginning era and flourish of the arena of politics, the history
witnesses another stage which commences with the death of Aristotle; since the theories of
Plato and Aristotle in regards of citizen’s rights were not to the liking of the majority of
people and in fact they neglected their rights, the people took notice of their rights and
individual and social freedom and as a result it brought massive demonstrations which
formed and established the school of thoughts after that period; among them we can point to
the schools of Epicureans and Cynics …; The next and important stage of the history of
politics starts with the Roman Empire and the philosophers such as Polybius and Cicero; the
Roman Empire put an end to the social life of the metropolitans and established a magnificent
empire which continued to live for centuries on, and in its struggle with the church in Middle
Europe era it formed a great part of the history of the West and established it! Among the
most important theories of Polybius we can refer to the rotational theory of governments
which he believed that each kind of government after some time will create a condition that
through an evolutionary cycle they lead to their own decline and eventually end up back to
the initial stage where they were formed! He also proposed the theory of Combinatory
governments, in which he believed in accumulation and gathering of the best aspects of
existing governments (Monarchy, government of nobles and democracy) in one single
government! He considered the best model of this type of this government to be the
government and the Roman Empire which in its three main parts (Consulate, Senate and
Assemblies) they had applied the best characteristics of monarchies, governments of nobles
and governments of democracy; after Polybius, Cicero was the first Roman philosopher and
sage who paid special attention to the uniqueness and superiority of the laws of human world,
he believed there is no such thing as different laws in different eras in human world, but there
is one universal and unchangeable law in all eras which guides mankind; Cicero also believed
in equality and freedom of all mankind in the eyes of law and supported it ….
After Christianity and in the Middle Ages of Eu-ropean history sages such as Saint
Augustine appeared who had great impact on the formation of the powerful world of the
Popes and the domination and pervasive penetration of kingdom and governance of the
church; Saint Augustine by proposing theories such as Christian city and government and
Non-Christian city and government, and emphasizing on issues such as justice and peace was
able to turn the balance of power and government to the benefit of church and power of the
Popes; with such an overall domination over power by Popes, which resulted in sovereignty
of power seekers and oppressors and of course oppression and negligence of the rights of
people, movements started from inside and outside of the churches towards limiting the
power and dominance of the Popes and also fundamental reforms started in the management
of churches; from inside of the churches by priests who deemed themselves responsible for
reforms and limiting the God-like power of Popes and from outside by sages and thinkers
such as Dante and Marsilio and in the end philosophers such as Martin Luther and John
Calvin and others who were against the government and the dominance of churches over the
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management of society in their own world; these efforts and actions for correcting the church
and its power seeking though very important and vital, was not able to make the necessary
impact on the world of the Europe in Middle Ages! Until another era of flourish started with
the advent of the era of enlightenment and science which cleansed the dark epoch of
dominance of the church with its light and eradicated it; in between and when the church was
at the peak of its power the 800 year old Roman Empire toppled and gave place to the closed
system of Feudalism! Lack of a powerful government which could handle the world of those
days following the toppling of the Roman Empire was the basis for forming of Feudalism;
though the Feudalism era is recalled as the dark era of human history, but the experiences
gained in that era established valuable achievements in the way of formation and enforcement
of social relations of humans and brought about new experiences in this arena which was
followed by many valuable changes in the formation of modern urbanization!
Feudalism was based on contracts that called for a solidarity through which the
society would find its social identity; its basis and foundation was working on agreement
between owners of properties and farmers; owners of properties in return for the overall
support and the land which they put at the disposal of the farmers for farming and beneficial
exploitation, would make use of the aid of their human force at the time of need (As military
forces)! Anyway, urbanization and scientific and cultural growth and development led to
Renaissance in Europe which brought about the atmosphere of modern world which led to
the eradication of Feudalism from the history of human life.
Renaissance also witnessed a new era in the arena of politics which started with the
advent of a genius such as Machiavelli! Machiavelli was the product of Renaissance and the
child of his own time! He who suffered from the toppling of the Roman Empire and lack of
universal and powerful government - which could bring a suitable social and political unity
and overcome the social and political unrest which was governing over Italy at that time,
offered valuable thoughts and theories whose application is unique to the conditions
governing his own time! Although his thoughts which were expressed bravely and honestly
were massively taken advantage of by politicians and governors (Whether at his own time or
in the future)! … He believed that in critical times only a powerful man could govern order
and discipline and social solidarity, a governor is allowed to use any ethical or unethical
means to reach his political goals (= a stable State)! With the advent of Machiavelli and
expression of his thoughts the era of modern political thought commenced ….
We are now going to get to know new thinkers who have had a great role in the route
to formation of today’s modern world - with their theories and thoughts; among them we can
name theorist Thomas Hobbs the British theorist; he was the founder of the moral and
political philosophy of Britain; his theories are about human nature and his life, and social
contract, his most famous discussions are about politics and his political thoughts; … John
Locke is another British sage who emphasized on natural human rights such as the right to
live, freedom, the right to ownership and also on individualism and observance of individual
human rights in the society … Montesquieu offered the important theory of separation and
monitoring of three powers on one another, … Jean-Jacques Rousseau presented the very
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important theory of General Will and offered it as the basis and foundation for formation of
the power of the society, and defender of freedom, equality and brotherhood … Jeremy
Bentham was another British thinker and philosopher who presented the theory of
utilitarianism which emphasized on satisfaction of the people in the society and avoidance on
any act which might dissatisfy them; Bentham also had valuable theories and plans for
establishing changes in the form and structures of prisons and more importantly creating
circumstances for education and working and hobbies for prisoners, through which they
could reach a feeling of satisfaction and being beneficial; this clear sighted theory of
Bentham was the origin and reason for great and positive changes in the traditional and dark
methods of jail administration ….
The next person who was the founder of great changes in next centuries of human life
with his thoughts was G.W.F Hegel; Hegel's political philosophy was the platform for
circumstances which led to the toppling of Napoleon! The theory of wanting and dream has
been presented and discussed as the final element in politics; also in line with the importance
of the theories of Hegel we have to mention that the basis of Marx's Socialism which is a
materialistic dialectic has been based on the fundamental basis of Hegel's principles; the
political theories of Hegel cover all the fundamental elements of racism, nationalism, …!
As we go on we have another British philosopher, J.S. Mill with his theories on
freedom of thought and individual thought, which according to him this freedom of thought
and idea leads to growth and development of individual personality which in return would
lead to the growth of the society; Mill even emphasizes that in the conflict between the
thought of the individual and society, it is the thought of the individual which must carry out
the final judgment, unless the society is able to persuade him in a correct manner ….
In the following and completing era of the political world of the West, we witness
appearance of Karl Marks; Marks expresses the claim that production is the basis of all the
activities of mankind, and with this claim he took the cycle of politics towards jobs and
production and ultimately the issue of exploitation of the world by the Western capitalism
and World exploitation system, and presented a world which led to the Communist
Revolution of the Former Soviet Union and led to huge changes in human world - which
despite all the hardships and perils which dragged human life to the verge of annihilation guided the world towards rapid progresses in all fields of politics, economics, science, social,
… through the competition of its cold war (Between the Eastern block and the Western
block); The political, economic, scientific and other competitions between USA and the
former Soviet Union, had great lessons and achievements for humanity, and paved the way
for democracy and world peace! Today man knows that peaceful life with business and
commerce is better than political and ideological struggles.
In the course of the past 25 centuries and since human beings have become political to
this day they have been through a lot of ups and down; the political history of mankind has
been witness to several realities; today’s political life of mankind is the result of all the
experiences and the outcome of the knowledge and thought of philosophers who have made
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an impact on our world with their thoughts and theories and made it grow; The life of
mankind today is the result of wisdom and thought of philosophers and also human support
and resistance who have tolerated a lot of bitterness to reach their human rights in order to
correct their destiny and change their life in a humane manner and in the route towards
benevolence and public welfare, and eradicate the dominance of ignorance and power
seeking of oppressors and put an end to it; the political history of mankind is the history of all
his efforts for reaching justice; the same thing which was first proposed by Plato in a
philosophic manner, this justice is the thing that brings all the good and trueness with it,
justice gives identity to human life, justice brings about peace and makes mankind satisfied
with his life; but after 25 centuries and tolerating all these ups and downs is justice apparent
in today’s world?! Maybe in a small area of the world and for some of the people justice is
visible and feasible, but surely for all the people in the world and in all the parts and areas of
the world justice is not ascertained and visible!
Several more centuries shall pass so that justice is established for human beings all
across the world?! Mankind has experienced great mutations in the past centuries of
his life, and has the ability to pave the way for next bigger mutations in his life too!
In a short survey of the history of the politics of human world (The West) we realized
that the history of human politics has had a slow but positive growth towards establishment
of a society based on wisdom, logic and knowledge; mankind in the course of his history has
gained valuable and hard experiences in order to realize that his ultimate way is the one
which is to the right of all human beings - in enjoying a fair life along with peace and
universal security - this must be paid attention to and this right must be met; although this
reality has been quite clear from the beginning of human history but reaching a universal
system and culture which paves the way for humans in the way to reach this goal has been
real hard due to the ignorant penetrations! In this turbulent route wisdom and logic and
politics, thought and politics and philosophy of the East has had a weaker appearance, the
reason is that generally east has been more in a spiritual peace rather than universal
adventure!
Anyway mankind today stands at a position that we can expect the hope of jumping
towards a better situation from him and be hopeful towards it; today’s technology of the
world, and the general knowledge and information of today’s mankind and universal efforts
in the way towards international understanding and the universal partnership of countries,
strongly created this hope that we are able to move towards understanding and choosing the
path and a more correct and more complete method of living - which is the right of all human
beings.
In the world of Standard Human the role of the East due to having deep spiritual and
moral characteristics is more active from its current pale position, and it will be considered a
good complement for cooperation with the powerful management and technological power of
the West; to this date and in the course of the history of his life mankind has carried out many
big efforts in different sectors of the world and has gained numerous materialistic and
spiritual achievements for mankind, but there is only one great and main job left which he has
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not yet been able to fulfill it! And that is complete materialistic and spiritual cooperation, a
multilateral and complete cooperation and not just a unilateral economic and or political and
or cultural one!
The goals & duties of the Management and Political dept.
The Universal Society of Standard Human has been es-tablished for reaching the goal of
establishing peace and justice, and multilateral universal materialistic and spiritual growth
and development which is the ultimate goal of human beings, and the goals and duties of
management and politic department of it is as follows:
1/ Maintaining peace, security, law and universal justice.
2/ Reinforcement and stabilization of political borders of the countries of the world.
3/ Effort in reinforcing the political and friendly relations among nations.
4/ Sourcing suitable managing methods for the countries in the world.
5/ Helping weak countries in the world to amend their management and political affairs.
6/ Carrying out international governmental and management educational courses.
7/ Reinforcing and equipping the physical borders of the countries of the world in order to
control all types of smugglings and terrorist penetrations ….
8/ Protecting the Earth and its Nature.
9/ ….
Management and Cleansing
The main subject of discussion of the thought of Standard Humanism is cleansing! Cleansing
and stopping the penetration of the Satanic 10% from all that human beings have! In this line
Standard Humanism apart from presenting the culture of international individual, social and
humane morality through designing its five dimensional human making principles (The
principles of Standard Humanism), through management of the Universal Society of Standard
Human he has also founded a system so that through its strong and dynamic management
with the goal of ultimate cleansing of the thought and ignorant and selfish domination of
power seekers - and or those who think they are here to correct the world and as a result with
their deeds they take the world towards chaos - he can put an end to it all! This cleansing is
carried out in a diverse manner, and very scientific and practical solutions results from it.
In this section of politics, the situation will be corrected in such a way that at first and
after formation of the Universal Society of Standard Human with the partnership of all the
countries of the world (and or the majority of the countries of the world) control of the
security of human world is left to the politic department of Universal Society! The political
department will be made up of representatives of all the countries of the world and control
and the responsibility of maintaining the security of the world and also the responsibility of
reaching the goals defined in its department.
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In a human world maintaining security is one of the most important issues; it is only
under the umbrella of security that human affairs will find their balanced and correct way;
security gives peace and tranquility to mankind; security will be a reason that human affairs
in all its departments (Politics, religion and belief, culture, science, economy and ultimately
in performing all its subgroups) with all power - and without any concern and wasting human
materialistic and spiritual energies - thread its natural way and reach its goals.
Maintaining security can’t be reached unless through a responsible and illegible
international organization, whose credibility and legitimization has not been established
through power seeking or creating blocks and …; in the course of the history of his life apart from some cases of exception - has been after a unipolar and or single minded system
for administration of his world; this motivation at times has been a sign that the ruling power
has been the best and the most impartial system of its time and as a result by equipping his
power he does his best to fight with the forces that create problems and are a threat to human
peace, and has reached his goals too; and or the ruling power has been trying to conquer the
world to the benefit of the politics and imposing his ideology and tried to control and have
universal dominance; in neither of these cases human success has not been complete and
pervasive and the result has been the opposing powers (Whether good or bad) at the first
possible moment and with the goal of reaching their rights have started wars and conflicts,
and put world security at danger and imposed the heavy load world wrecking materialistic
and spiritual losses on mankind (In an unwanted and forced manner); the strange point is that
in today’s world too establishing this unilateral security is still an ongoing problem; as a
result human peace and security has been put to danger and kept as a threat! This is the
eternal and everlasting fate of mankind based on the political culture that is currently ruling
his world; but based on the enlightening, uniting, notifying and warning principles of
Standard Humanism, and in line with its human management, this primitive situation will
change and be amended.
The role and security importance of Universal Society in the world, and the role it
has in helping the countries in the world, and in a humane and overall manner, is way
beyond mere establishment of peace and security! Peace and security along with reforms
and a powerful and overall universal control, will be a reason that all the ideologies that claim
of establishing peace and justice, after witnessing this correct and humane international
change, will see their unilateral ideological and thought facing that very little and weak, and
as a result the Satanic thought will see his position making through which he tried to establish
his ideology in the world, and by controlling the world take power of it, sees all his efforts
futile, and hence peace and tranquility will govern over all the thoughts that claim governing
over the world!
Under current circumstances of the world, it is natural and obvious that each group
and belief and politics (Either honestly or with the goal of universal dominance) would claim
that he can have the best solution for universal peace and security! But what can be gained
from the sum up of the best of the world on the way towards meeting the needs of the entire
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world, would be beyond and more legitimate and more acceptable than what one thought
might claim! One thought can’t bring peace and justice for all the people in the world, but a
Universal Society based on meeting the rights of all mankind can.
Since Standard Human has a logical and realistic personality and identity as a result in
drawing a management system each of its main departments (Five parts: politics, religion and
belief, culture, science, economy) will think realistically and with logic; hence in the
organization of each department - which is made up of representatives from all the countries
in the world - will appoint a management and brain and central core which is made up of the
best of each department! For example the central management core of the political
department is made up of countries that in practice have the most powerful and the best
dynamic and successful politics of the world (Having an eye towards the strategic position of
countries and also paying attention to the management dispersion of the world); hence, the 10
best countries from political, military and strategic and regional power point of view among
the countries of the world is selected! As an example these countries are: USA and Russia,
China, India, Brazil, Australia and three countries from European Union and one country
from the African continent …! Also 10 other countries which will be chosen periodically
from all the member countries – and without any prejudice – which on the whole 20 chosen
countries of the world will be responsible for management and policy making and
maintaining universal peace and security; The necessary budget for this department - on the
way for maintaining universal peace and security - will be provided by all the member
countries.
With such a safe and pervasive system, world security will be maintained in a
complete manner and mankind will think of better thoughts and goals; power seeking
countries who like to keep countries in a state of chaos so that by selling their weapons they
can reach astronomical benefits, from now on will spend their talent on more humanistic
goals and benefits which have better results; so that insistence on creating tensions and
keeping mankind in pain; also stupid and primitive thoughts of ignorant groups who think
that by terrorist acts and killing innocent people they can take control of the world will be
eradicated and deleted from their minds and they too will reach peace, and be active in
human activities and works which is worthy of them and up to their dignity and status.
The strong management system of the management and political department of the
Universal Society of Standard Human which will simultaneously be in an official and close
connection with the four other departments of the Universal Society will have the world in
their absolute control, and will close any way of penetration that can be thought of for the
Satanic 10% for ever, and mankind can start his real life after thousands of year of
experimenting!!!
The management system of the political and manage-ment system, on the way
towards cleansing the management and politics of the world has special corrective measures
in his agenda including cleansing the political and governmental systems of the countries of
the world; on this way first the management and political department of the world will study
and reinforce the existing borders of the countries of the world …; after defining the
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comprehensive and approved map of countries of the world where the political and
geographical borders of countries have been signed again by all the countries (To resolve the
border disputes and understanding and solving once for all the problem of borders that has
existed between countries of the world), the political management of human world will
correct the political and management and governmental structure of the countries! ….
We need to repeat again that Universal Society is nothing but an organization made
up of all the countries in the world, and it is obvious that in its decision makings all the
countries of the world will participate, and it is natural that the final decision maker in the
internal affairs of countries or anything which has got something to do with the internal
affairs of them will call for the affirmation of the country in question as the condition for the
final universal decision and confirmation, and of course each country will well realize that is
the dynamic environment of the Universal Society where everything has a humane route with
peace and understanding, without doubt its decisions will be based on general wisdom;
anyway among the corrective duties of the political department of the world which will bring
about positive universal consequences is that suitable political systems of the world based on
the historical and cultural and geographical and tribal and other characteristics of them will
be evaluated and the best political system which can salvage a country from its management
shortcomings and internal political tensions will be presented to that country; since the
political department of the Universal Society is made up of the most knowledgeable and the
best politicians and political philosophers of the world, as a result the political solutions that
are given by this department will be the biggest political help to the countries of the world so
that by choosing the suitable system and picking logical solutions for solving the political
problems of their countries, they can free their countries from the existing political dead ends
and guide them towards a more stable development; I have to remind you in the fourth world
of his life and after realizing the fact that he has to set free from the domination of the Satanic
10%, will no longer be the man kind who with his current morals wants to pass his life and
affairs, as a result when a proposal and plan comes from the Universal Society to a country,
the countries will confront that proposal and plan with logic and morality of Standard
Human, and not in an ignorant and selfish and power seeking manner! As a result, countries
on the route towards reaching faster growth will welcome any constructive proposal.
Since the dynamic and humane world of Standard Human is a totally different world
from the ignorant world which is dominated by the Satanic 10%, as a result the nature and
shape and goals of the politics in it is very different; in the world of Standard Human there is
no place for ignorant and power seeking competition and the management system is totally
different; in the Universal Society of Standard Human from one direction the whole
world is managed, and from other the countries under universal supervision will grow
in their internal affairs, and as a result the whole world will walk on the road towards
complete and overall humane growth simultaneously and in the best po-ssible manner,
towards a peaceful and complete humane life, to the benefit of mankind (20+ 70 % …)!
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To understand the current political and management situation of the countries of the
world, and also the dilemmas and the great and numerous obstacles that retarded countries
create on the road of universal materialistic and spiritual growth, and also the wonderful
corrective impact which overall management of Universal Society of Standard Human can
have on the growth and development of Universal Society, I draw your attention to the
following example:

2+2 = 4
Imagine a classroom in which some students are sitting and the teacher wants to teach them
for the first time that two plus two is four; at that time and first instance that the teacher
presents the question and gives the answer the more intelligent students of the class
understand the question and its answer and once the question is repeated they answer the
teacher without hesitation and are praised; some other students aren’t as intelligent, but after
some contemplation will give the answer; some other students will need some guidance to
remember the answer and give it; but to our surprise we realize there are some lazy and
playful students that can’t give the right answer and basically don’t want to study and they
are only after creating mischief and playing and laziness! And as a result they are always
behind from all of their classmates and are always repeating the same class; … In the arena of
politics and governance of countries, the top students are countries such as Japan and some
others such as South Korea and or Malaysia and … and or some are slow but finally will find
their way and reach growth and development such as …; but there are dim-witted leaders and
politicians too who need help to find their way; and of course and unfortunately there are
some evil and dangerous students too who need to be dismissed and expelled! ....
This example shows the current state and the go-vernmental and political power of
countries of the world which some find the solutions very fast and find the way to their
development, and some are slow, and some ignorant and power seekers who have kept their
country in poverty, and their poor and oppressed nation, deprived and under-privileged and
under developed!
Weak countries are the unsolved dilemma of human world! With their weak
policy and management they add fire to their local competition and internal tensions; with the
weakness in the political and management control of theirs they make the security of their
country an unachievable dream; by not having a correct humane ideological un-derstanding
and as a result not realizing the issue of international understanding, they become a dilemma
on the path towards international peace and tranquility; weak countries have greater
dilemmas from management point of view also in their internal affairs, including that as they
have political and management shortcomings they have economic shortcomings too; as a
result they will have cultural problems too, and also scientific and ideological and many other
problems … and ultimately they will be a dilemma in road for the multilateral progress of
mankind! These weak countries (Either from management and political point of view or
from the issue of understanding humanity and justice) will keep mankind retarded.
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When the universal management of Standard Human starts ruling, firstly poor
countries will enjoy human aid as much as possible in all aspects of human life - which is the
duty and one of the goals of the Universal Society and the human right of the countries of the
world; secondly, the domination of ignorant and power seeking people will come to an end
because of the wisdom and awareness of the people in those countries, and as a result they
will never come to power; and even if they come to power the universal unity of mankind
and the management of Universal Society will topple and reject them very soon! The root of
lag of the countries in the world is that power in these countries is in the hands of
incompetent and power seeking politicians and leaders and they only think of maintaining
their dominance and governance, naturally such people will not be competent managers,
hence we witness their lag and the pain of their nation!
This way, it is clearly proven that how Standard Humanism and Management of The
Universal Society of Standard Human can solve problems and be saving; in the first place
when the thought and morality of Standard Human becomes Universal and mankind is
equipped with the five humane principles of it he will be free from the selfishness and power
seeking and laziness and with honest effort he will engage in his political and governmental
affairs, in the second place he will get prepared to accept any proposal and plan and positive
humane way and method which can speed up his growth; hence the importance of the
political department of the Universal Society and the immense impact it can have on
maintaining the security of the world and also management of the countries will become
evident clearly.
It is worth mentioning that the methods of aiding different departments of the
Universal Society is done in various and different forms and types: In some instances the
proposals are merely theoretical; in some instances they come with financial aid; in some
instances they come with human aid and actual presence in place; anyway in management of
the Universal Society the science of world, proficiency of the world, riches of the world,
politics of the world, will be at the service of the whole world, and it will not be the case that
a country or a nation stays at the peak of riches and success and his neighbor will be a poor
nation and under governance of a group of lazy and or ignorant and or oppressive group! ….
Among other valuable benefits of Universal Society of Standard Human is that it
guarantees the stability and constancy of development of countries! Under the current
circumstances of the world there is this possibility and threat that a country is moving
towards its development, it goes through a political upheaval and all that it has gained - due
to any incident which can easily take away its security – lose it all – and impose new pain and
poverty over its nation, so that they are forced to tolerate new hardships because of a group
who have taken away power from the previous rival! This is while in Standard Human
system the best route for materialistic and spiritual growth and development of countries
through extensive universal studies has been defined, and the clear path for multidimensional
growth of countries has been defined and planned, and there is no need that a party or group
put the stability of a country into danger on the pretext of presenting a better method or
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program! In this way the time and energy, peace and stability, and growth and progress of the
world won’t be put at peril because of a destructive whim or power seeking of a small
ignorant group, and or a group of honest but illiterate people and the nations of the world will
witness their multidimensional growth with a precise speed and attention.
The body of human society has grown and has been equipped with universal
monitoring system, as a result it is the duty of humane society to be sensitive towards the old
and ancient parts of it and tries to renovate it, as a result in the management and political
department, the human world should come to the help of the poor countries with a
strong and modern and overall method and system from management point of view and
renew their system and help them to step in the route of correct and healthy human progress;
Today’s human world should cleanse itself from ancient management thoughts as soon as
possible, and this is the duty of an universal organization made up of representatives from
countries of all across the world.
Healthy and powerful renovation of Universal Society of Standard Human will be
different from a unilateral single powered method which is currently governing the world,
which has been trying to – and may to do so in the future too – correct the world with his
own method by war and massacre.
The current unilateral actions on the way towards establishing political stability in the
world even though necessary and praise worthy, but as they are mostly following one
directional goals, and also they are not carried out by a legal organization which is accepted
by the whole world and believed by it, as a result it has created a lot of tensions and
opposition in the world ….
The management and political department of the Universal Society would be a legal
international body which will gain legality through votes of the people of the world
and the votes of all the countries in the world, such an organization with universal eligibility
will have a much correct operation than those of powerful countries of the world, who come
to the arena to tear apart a fox and or a wolf and or a sheep! And as a result they kill an
innocent or a guilty party and afflict their world with war and tension and insecurity;
although this is the only current and existing method in the world but the correct and humane
method of it will be possible only through universal management and through Universal
Society and the management and political department of it.
Since the thought of Standard Human is based on respecting the thoughts and
beliefs of the world it can have enough legitimacy and overall and universal management.
The management and political department of the Universal Society also have the
immense and heavy duty of protecting the earth! Based on the thought of Standard Human
the Earth and nature and plains and sea and deserts and sky should welcome billions of men
who are supposed to commence their new life in the third millennium on it, as a result the
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Earth and the wonderful Nature of it should be protected in the best possible way and by all
the world through the most powerful legal and legitimate human organization; protecting the
Earth and its nature calls for serious and pervasive measures in this field; among the most
important corrective and security and defensive measures is protecting it from any chemical
and atomic pollution! This is human duty and commitment in line with the measures for
eradicating tensions from the society which will bring peace and security to the world with
more guarantee; when tension making ideological and political power seeking which causes
tensions becomes minimal with the corrective measures of the system & thought of Standard
Humanism, other measures such as the necessity to protect the Earth, as a totally safe place
would be a reason that arms and atomic games of the Satanic 10% also becomes minimal,
and by control and leashing it in by the universal management and political department, we
will witness its eradication and finally its total wiping from the surface of earth! ….
What was said was a brief about the fundamental management method of Standard
Humanism in competent guidance of human world; this was only a part of it and a brief of
what man can and should do about his world; these immense reforms start from individual
reforms and after believing that we deserve a dynamic human life it leads to Universal
Society of Standard Human!
In the course of the past thousands of years, both the Satan of ignorance and
unawareness and power seeking and the selfish and power seekers have become tired of
mankind! How much longer do they want to kill one another and trample on one another’s
rights and rule over the world and be oppressors and create wars? They are tired and await
the day that the knowledgeable man pulls up his socks and finally start their right and
humane life on this Earth, so that they too rest a while and attend to themselves and maybe
become reformed! ….

The proposed political system of Standard Human
Standard Humanism defines an ideal human governmental system as follows:
The type of Standard Human government from Standard Humanism point of view is a
Liberal Democrat System in which the logical and human rights of all people and groups
have been considered and kept through the constitution; ….
In the democracy system of Standard Humanism the main pillar and the main
management is in the hands of a public parliament and the house manager is the same as
the president of the country and the leader of the country! ... The representatives of the
parliament every four years will introduce 10 of the most educated and the most competent
of their elected representatives to people and during a free referendum and with popular
power of vote the most righteous man will be elected as the President (Management of the
country through the parliament); … People will choose among the selected the man who has
the superior personality, management and scientific characteristics and as a result
by getting inspired by his elite character with a sense of freshness and more hope towards the
growth and develop-ment of their country they will continue their life; In the proposed system
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of Standard Humanism the leader of the country is the representative and directly in charge
of the nation and he is not the absolute governor of the country! (The president will carry out
the executive duties with the help of his deputies …).
In the government of humanity over mankind the society does not witnesses party
rivalry in order to gain power and impose the points of view of particular party, as a result
the parliament is an organization which is far superior than a party; the members of such a
parliament as a result have representatives who act beyond politics who are among university
professors of the country who are the most elite and the most knowledgeable members of
their human society who are elected through voting and free elections, and only based on
their merits, their educational, scientific and vocational records; such members will be the
best, most knowledgeable and healthiest people of their society who better than any other
individual and group will have the scientific capability and management understanding and
correct human legislation; as a result the criteria for selection in such a government will only
be based on the axis of com-petence, merit, humanity and execution of law.
The main pillar of the government is public parliament; which - based on the basis of five
main departments: Management and politics; religion and beliefs, culture and art …; science and
knowledge, and economy and commerce; which are the main communication channels (Through
mother embassies) with the five main department of the Universal Society in each country - each five

department have main duties, including 1/ Legislation. 2/ Planning and execution of overall
development of the country, and monitoring the execution of the approved programs of
development. 3/ Central Bank and General Treasury. 4/ Maintaining National Security. 5/
International Affairs.
(The key role of the five pivotal departments is very important here as even before foundation
of the Universal Society of Standard Human countries of the world thread on the route towards
growth and overall development much faster and sooner than expected through cleansing the five
superior truth in their country; the political system of Standard Humanism is the salvation for under
developed countries and a cause for growth for progressed countries).

In Standard Humanism system the constructive department is the duty of a quasigovernment (With the leadership of a prime minister) whose only duty is executing the
legislations and development programs which are presented by the planning department of
the parliament, as a result this department is only an executive arm; this quasi government is
an organization like a government which with the help of private sector manages and
executes all the programs for development of the country in all areas of social life including
religious, economic, cultural, educational and nurturing, hygiene and … affairs; This
executive department manages the executive affairs of the country under the supervision of
the main departments of the parliament and carries them out! The international affairs of
countries are carried out through the representative offices of the Universal Society (Mother
Embassies); ….
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Eradicating political and party rivalry from the country and the legislator parliament
and also differentiating authority and the responsibility for planning from the government and
lightening it will lead to the cleansing of the government from control and domination of the
power centers and the energies of the country are concentrated for positive activity and
healthy planning to the benefit of the country and the nation; … Party rivalry in the world of
Satanic 10% is only done because each group and party and school of thought claims to
have the best solution for growth and development of countries! But in a world that the
best and the most correct solutions are presented by wisdom and collective wisdom and
knowledge a party is a traditional and historical discussion.
In the proposed system of Standard Humanism the Supreme Court has the
responsibility of judicial control and is the direct body responsible and patron of executing
law in the country; … The supreme court executes the law and is its patron and is in charge
of controlling the legal health of the society from any breach of law and governmental and
social corruption; in this regard the police works under the supreme court; … In addition to
that in Human Society General Inspection Office and the Mass Media act as the eyes and ears
and the conscience of the country and with full legal authority and complete independence
interacts with popular parliament and the Supreme Court, carries out its legal and social and
humane activities; Also as a legal and legitimate guarantee in line with applying the laws of
the country by the government and its organizations, the people have legal and official right
to refer their views and complaints directly against any organization and government body in
the Supreme Court and if it is not addressed (In a proper time span) they have the right to
declare their complaints directly to the management and political department of the Universal
Society and the International Human Rights Court and follow it up in an general and effective
manner ….
The armed forces, the army and the air force and the navy of the countries are in
common and direct relation and cooperation and pact with the management and political
department of the universal society, in addition to cooperation in controlling the borders and
preventing the hostile and or terrorist penetration they will have complete preparation so that
as helping forces in emergency cases and under management and cooperation and supervision
of the management and political universal department they can come to any kind of aid;
armed forces work under the National Security division ….
Emphasis on difference and diversity on party beliefs on democracy which is among
the most important guarantees of governments for prevention of falling into the pit of
dictatorship and tyranny, in Standard Humanism is carried out through its modern system of
government and with the centrality of the five main department: politics, belief and thoughts;
culture; science and economy – made up of representatives of all famous and logical schools
of thoughts of the society! Hence the issue of checking and balance on its regulatory form
through presence and collective cooperation of all the departments of the elite and informed
parties of the society is guaranteed, and the management system of the society with deleting
the ancient form of current party power seeking – which after going through a historical
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period of conquest of power from dominance and control of kings and religions and beliefs it
falls in the hands of parties – in a more complete and coordinated manner (With the
monitoring of Public Opinion, Mass Media and Supreme Court) The Government of
Humanity over mankind has been prevented from any downfall and stability of government
and growth and progress of the society is guaranteed.

In the above system the goal is to have a precise order with a clock like coordination
among different departments of the government so that the affairs of the country can go on in
the best possible manner.
In Standard Humanism there is no such thing as government over people as it is
customary, what we have is a management system made up of four main parts which work
with the support of the constitution.
The internal management and government system of countries … is formed in
coordination with political, ideological, cultural, scientific and economical needs of each
country, and with counseling and planning and coordination with the management and
political department of the Universal Society, as a result it will be a miniaturized model of
management which has taken patterns from the system of the Universal Society of Standard
Human in addition to maintaining the special conditions of its own system from government
and political and social combination.
Since the thought and idea of Standard Humanism emphasizes on a humane system,
and basically sees the fundamentals of creation of problems in the essence of thought and
power seeking of the Satanic 10%, as a result by cutting down the hands of the negative
forces, it creates a healthy and powerful management humane system which is based on
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international understanding and coordination, hence in such a system and under the
supervision and coordination of such a management the affairs of human society will carry on
in a smooth and coordinated manner.
Standard Humanism has melted away the con-centration of power & tendency
towards parties & following persons, and stabilizes and reinforces the government of
humane constitution in the hands of mankind.
Management and politics and its subgroups
The subgroups of management and politics department of Universal Society has a special
span; since the goals of the management and politics department is vast and pervasive, as a
result its subgroups will include all the management and politics of the world!
The subgroups of the management and politics of Universal Society are as follows:
1/ The Council for protection of Universal peace and security.
2/ The Council for friendship and unity and international cooperation.
3/ The management and government research Council.
4/ The Council for political reform aid and cooperation.
5/ The Council for amendment and reviewing political borders of countries of the world.
6/ The Council for reinforcement and equipping the physical borders of the countries of the
world.
7/ The Council for studying Mother Nature and protecting the Earth from environmental
dangers in parts such as the Earth, sea and the sky ….
8/ The Council for cleansing and protecting the Earth from the possibility of chemical and
nuclear and other pollutions and dangers.
9/ The Council for unexpected and natural events such as floods, earthquakes, volcanoes etc.
10/ The court for overseeing the implementation of law in the countries of the world.
11/ The specialized committee for finding and preventing the penetration of the ignorant and
the selfish and the power seekers to the field of politics and management of the world.
12/ ….
These committees and councils will have legislative and administrative duties and
they will be directly in charge of carrying out the duties defined for them, and actively and
legally they will start and carry out their job under the supervision of the management and
political department of the Universal Society of Standard Human, which is made up of
representatives from all the countries of the world.
The Universal Society will be made up of rep-resentatives from all the countries in the
world and all of them are involved in the management and execution and policy making and
legislations of it; as a result the under-standing and cooperation and collaboration will be at
its height, there will be no obstacle in front of the Universal Management, Universal Society
and on the route to executing the universal commitments and duties!
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Fundamental and perspective management, and pyramid and step by step order of the
management of Universal Society of Standard Human will delete any parallel organization
and foundation which imposes additional costs from the management construction of the
world and establishes a kind of organizational harmony, this will be what we will call the
government of humanity over human, which will be managed by the wisdom and
knowledge and science of the world and to the benefit of the world, and will guide all the
world in a harmonious and coordinated manner towards progress and development; such a
system will demolish the heavy and depleted management structure of the countries of the
world and replace it with a system which is beyond this world and coordinated
and influential, which will not only renovate the internal management and government
structures of the countries of the world, it will unite the countries of the world and with a
universal supervision and control - will push forward the countries of the world as units that
complete one another - and on the route towards universal coordinated development.
The amendments and measures which will be taken by a great management and
universal organization, and the wonders and the positive and overall impacts it can leave on
human life is conceivable and acceptable by all people; especially that such measures by
Universal Society of Standard Human, will be carried out simultaneously and coordinated in
a pervasive manner and in all departments and life affairs of mankind! Hence I will cut short
additional explanations and hammering on the benefits of it; it suffices to add this that for
example in regards to unexpected events and the aids the countries of the world and the
Universal Society can give, if the management of Universal Society is ruling over the world,
sending materialistic and food aids and sending human aid and etc. will be carried out at such
incidents at one instance and with a single management, and the afflicted country will not
await sporadically scattered aid from different parts of the world as charity and in a weak
manner, there will be no need to declare to the world that we are in a critical condition and
need aid; … but under such circumstances and under the management of Universal Society of
Standard Human the management and political department and the department and the
subgroup of un-expected incidents, will hold an emergency meeting, and with having all the
riches of the world and the facilities of the world can rush to their help from the very first
hours, and at the earliest possible time they will prioritize what has to be done in the best
possible manner; this is while today, though months have passed from the earthquake in Haiti
(12 September 2012) the earthquake victims are still waiting for aid from people from across
the world, and the flood ridden Pakistanis are waiting for aid from flood, … And there is this
concern that due to corruption … the helps from the people of the world would not reach to
the hands of deprived people in a correct and appropriate manner! … A part of the world
went under water and was washed away in front of the other part of the world, but rescuing
aid was sporadic and weak!
The Universal Society of Standard Human has this power and management
responsibility to manage and control the whole world with the support of the whole world,
the Universal Society of Standard Human is a government beyond normal governments and
is a legal and legitimate and powerful humane mega organization, which is equipped with the
wisdom and riches and management of the world and as a result will do the right thing in the
best possible manner.
The thought of Standard Human and the govern-ment and management of the
Universal Society of Standard Human is the powerful and modern government of
humanity over mankind, whose greatest goal is safe keeping the life of people and
establishing suitable conditions for materialistic and spiritual life for all the people in
the world, in an equal manner.
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2nd Dept. / Thoughts and beliefs and religions
Thoughts and beliefs and Religions create a collection which is made up of tens and hundreds
of divine and non-divine beliefs, and different political and philosophical and ideological
thoughts! All these have appeared to guide man-kind towards a better life! All of these have
formed and created and appeared to lead and guide mankind on the route towards a better life
and in their own method, and save him from his problems! Part of them emphasize on
spirituality and supernatural thoughts to reform mankind and the society, and some by
emphasizing on the spiritual principles and rules and based on introspection and self-making,
and some from the angle of a social outlook and based on a scientific principle try to seek for
the happiness of mankind! … Religions and beliefs and thoughts of mankind are the spiritual
and scientific and social result of his for reaching eternal and permanent peace and happiness!
Human religions and beliefs are as man reforming and society reforming, as they are
an important getaway for the penetration of the Satanic 10% who wants to control the human
world to his own benefit, and this the best evidence we are witnessing that in the course of
history humane and elite rituals have appeared, but after some time has elapsed from their
appearance schism and enmity has started among their followers and fans which has led to
the fragmentation of that initial pure and unique thought by the hands of vicious lions each of
which wanted a bigger share to have more power and dominance over the world of the human
beings! And to introduce themselves as the most righteous ones to all the people! ….
Human religions and beliefs (Religious, political, cultural …) contain the outlook and
ideology of mankind towards the response to queries such as the truth of the world, the goal
and the reason for the evolution of mankind in this world, and what is the best manner and
method of human life in this world, and on the whole it involves the philosophy
of coming into existence of mankind and his goal in this world …; all the religions and
religious and political beliefs from the day of their evolution to this day have been looking for
an answer to above questions and are still seeking, each in their limited time and place have
tried to discover the infinite truth of the world and develop and extend their point of view to
the whole world!
All the religions and rituals and religious, political, humane etc. groups follow two
major and complementary goals: one part is propagating the spiritual and social teachings
and beliefs which will lead to the reform of the individuals and the society and in various
belief systems and cultures it is made up of different forms of prayers and individual and
group behavior, and another part is the honest effort for convincing others to also conceive
the superior truth that they have understood, in order to attract more followers to get to their
goal which according to them is the only way to salvation of mankind; the first part is totally
personal and selective, in a way that individuals and groups can choose the superior religion
and ritual and thought which they have deemed appropriate and chosen they can reach their
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ideal life, but in the second part history has never been able to prove that any superior
religion or ritual can in practice convince all mankind and bring them all united under one
umbrella of beliefs, this has never been visualized in human society and man in the course of
the history of his life has always been involved in the fight for excellence and struggles for
beliefs and politics, as reaching superior and common ritual and thought has always been
along with imposing of thoughts and prejudice, and followers of no group have ever been
ready and will be ready to let go of their belief and accept the beliefs of another group
without any conditions.
The issue of superior belief and distinguishing the superior belief, the superior way of
life for mankind has been the main and eternal issue of talk for mankind from the first day of
his evolution to this day! Men have created tens and hundreds of religions and rituals to prove
the other group that they conceive the truth better, in order to grab the government of the
world through this type of logic and administer it in their own method! ….
A brief about the history of R. and B. of human world
Evidence and proof of existence of religious beliefs goes back to hundreds of thousands years
ago, i.e. the middle and ending era of Stone Age, archeologists believe that the core of the
first religious belief and thought started from the time that people 300 thousand years ago
would bury their dead based on their customs and thought; the history of evolution of
religions and beliefs is not clearly evident for mankind; but what is acceptable and accredited
is that belief and faith has always been there with mankind, belief and faith in a correct way
saved his life from mistakes and obliquities so that by considering the superior principles of
the received ritual or the one he has invented he can create a better life for himself.
The oldest credited and known human religions and rituals are known as Faith of
Abraham which has roots in belief in God and the creator of universe, also some which are
not included in the Faith of Abraham like Indian and Oriental, Iranian, tribal and ethnic and
… which in different ways have supernatural roots and deep spiritual beliefs to the superior
and senior truth, here other peace seeking and justice centered beliefs have formed in
contemporary era which are not considered in the mentioned groups .…
The most famous and oldest human religions and rituals are as follows:
1/ Faith of Abraham - around 1800 to 2000 BC
2/ Hindu religion - around 1500 BC
3/ Judaism - around 1250 BC
4/ Shinto Ritual - around 660 BC
5/ Zoroastrianism - around 660 BC
6/ Taoism - around 604 BC
7/ Jainism - around 599 BC
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8/ Buddhism - around 860 BC
9/ Confucius Rituals - around 551 BC
10/ Christianity - 30 AC
11/ Islam Religion - 622 AC
12/ Sikhism - 1496 AC
& ….
In the contemporary centuries and era of human life religious and non-religious rituals
and thoughts, with different and various natures were formed whose complete list and history
and philosophy and thought can be found by referring to the following sources.
Religions and rituals, and pure and healthy human thoughts will do their best so that
in each time span and location and special cultural circumstances which rule over that special
time, and with the present language of that era guide them and show them the best way
towards salvation and happiness in this world and the world after based on the circumstances
and capacities they have; ….
The list of Religions, Rituals & Thoughts of Human World
Due to existence of complete information and data about all the known human religions and
beliefs which have been present through Wikipedia website and or other research or
information websites and through the internet, there is no need to give a list and complete
description of them in this book, I invite those readers who are interested in more research to
search through below addresses:
1/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
2/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_religions
3/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_religious_groups
4/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_belief_systems
5/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_by_belief
6/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religions_of_the_world
7/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_new_religious_movements
8/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_religious_organizations
9/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_religious_populations
10/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_political_ideologies
11/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Religion_by_country
12/ http://www.xenos.org/classes/papers/5wldview.htm
13/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/philosophy_of_religion
14/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_humanism
15/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humanism
16/ http://www.religionfacts.com
....

Searching through above addresses truly shows the extent of human’s thoughts and
his efforts to find the superior way for his life based on the mentality and science and culture
of the nations in the world, and it clarifies the fact that mankind from thousands of years
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before to this date has been looking for a more suitable way for his growth and elevation! Of
course there has been a group who has found his path and another group who are still looking
for a path and idea which is coordinating with their mentality and spiritual capabilities.
What was mentioned above is only a short brief about human achievements in regards
to human religions and beliefs in the course of his life history, mentioning this brief is
important only in the way that in a simple glance we realize that what a global understanding
mankind has had from religious and ritual concepts, and how well, whether negative or
positive, he has taken advantage of religions and rituals in his life! Man today, after a simple
glance towards the history of the life of his ancestors will realize that although they had a
great spiritual and mental understanding of their religion and rituals, but they have never been
able to use their achievements in a correct and peaceful manner which helps reform the
society in spiritual and ethereal fields, take their world towards social and global friendship
and towards understanding and comradeship and transcendental human life, but still and even
now they are living in stress and struggles! (By “mankind” here we mean the whole body of
humanity with all its religion and religious culture and not only part of human world, without
doubt always and in the course of history parts of the world has been witness to
a dynamic religious life with a high human and celestial conception).
Paying attention to this fact is very important, that in the course of human history
many big and small crimes have been committed by ignorant followers of religions and
beliefs, and in return what expenses have been made to reduce the mutual tensions, all of
these are the good and bad achievements of the world of religion and belief of mankind,
which have inflicted a lot of materialistic and spiritual expenses on mankind! Tensions over
beliefs of mankind will cause him to spend his materialistic and spiritual capital in a big way
for compensation of losses incurred due to these tensions; whenever in any corner of the
world we witness tensions over beliefs a lot of thought and time and costs are spent in other
parts of the world to find suitable solutions to solve those tensions, these finding solutions
means a waste of time and human expenses, in a way which could have been avoided in the
first place by mutual understanding and even not formed, in addition to that, these tensions
over belief will create chaos in the calm world of human life in other parts of the world and
make it fervent and upset it.
This discussion becomes important only due to one point, so that we know that man in
the course of his religious and social history has not shown a victorious and successful role
from him! And his positive achievements in this regard has been mere and weak in a way that
after thousands of years from his spiritual and celestial and social life he has not gained a
fundamental growth in the way towards establishing peace and mutual understanding and
human respect through religion and belief; ….
Imagine a water dam which keeps a volume of water since the time it starts working,
and after some time it proves that it has a positive and abundant background and saving,
when people stand at the other side of the dam and by opening the gates of the dam want to
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evaluate its capacity and make use of it, without doubt at a suitable position by opening the
gates they will witness the life giving eruption of a big volume of its savings, but the question
is by opening the historical dam of human religions and beliefs will mankind get surprised by
the positive things he has gained? Or he will witness the dirt and pollution of tension and
supremacy and power seeking in the midst of the clean water of his religion and belief! ….
The goals and duties of the dept. of Religion and Beliefs
The Universal Society of Standard Human has been es-tablished with the goal of establishing
peace and justice and overall materialistic and spiritual growth and development which is the
ultimate dream of mankind, and the goals and duties of the department of religions and
beliefs is as follows:
1/ Cleansing human beliefs from historical pollutions that have been inflicted on them.
2/ Presenting the most correct and purest way of all human religions and beliefs and thoughts
and all those that are legitimate in human world.
3/ Formation of organizations in which human religions and beliefs are taught in public level
in all countries of the world so that the literacy level of the people in the world is raised and
religious and ritual peaceful human coexistence and understanding is formed.
4/ Making suitable circumstances for social and spiritual human growth.
5/ ….
Management and Cleansing
The main subject of discussion of Standard Humanism school of thought is cleansing;
cleansing and stopping the penetration of the Satanic 10% to all that mankind has! Along
with this line Standard Humanism in addition to presenting the culture for individual and
international, social and human morals through design of its five principles of human
reforming (The principles of Standard Humanism), it has an overall effort to cleanse the
impurities which cause schism and have polluted human religions and beliefs through
Universal Society of Standard Human and as a result pave the way for more cooperation and
friendship among human beings through religions and human beliefs, ….
With an extraterrestrial outlook we realize that there is an infinite world which holds
the Earth within itself and on this Earth creatures live among which the smartest and the most
superior and the ones that have the most impact on defining their destiny are called human
beings, here tens and hundreds of religions and laws and rituals have appeared and created to
present the correct and superior way of life to him and save him from bewilderment and
confusion and take him to the stage which he is worthy of, and show him the absolute truth
and the superior way for spending his life!
The absolute truth is fixed and single but under different circumstances in different
times and in different cultures, it is manifested in a different shape and color! The truth is the
same but each religion and ritual tries to show that its take from the truth is the most correct
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one, and of course each religion is the best for the people it has under its umbrella and the
culture it is ruling, but necessarily it is not the best choice for all the human beings, as a result
we can’t expect that a single belief although very good and one of the best to be accepted by
all unless some accept it willingly, this trend has been a normal practice always in the course
of the history.
Religions and beliefs are the second vast arena for the Satanic 10% to roam around,
which enables them to control and put under leash the centers of thought and philosophy of
religion and belief and extend their domination to the merest issues of internal affairs of
human life and take control of human life so that they can spread enmity and schism among
them in whatever way they want and make their life dark and dim.
All human religions and beliefs from any kind, be it supreme or from this earth in its
original and preliminary form are correct and noble and right and the best guide for mankind
in the area of culture and the area they were evolved; they were the necessity of their time,
and appeared in a correct way with philosophical and historical roots; human religions and
beliefs from any kind, celestial and humane are the spirit of human world, and should be
deeply respected by human beings; the impurities that the Satanic 10% have inflicted upon
human religions and beliefs have been cause for this respect to be ignored by mankind in
some instances and in some historical eras by some human beings, and the worst part is that
the impurities inflicted upon human religions and beliefs in the course of history have been
cause for some that out of goodwill but in wrong give other definitions from one single ritual!
This has made things much more complicated and has been cause for a pure religion to turn
into several impure religions! Some of them have been formed due to the penetration of the
Satanic 10% to tarnish the vision of the pure and clean religion, and some other have been
formed through the honesty of people and deviated who in their mind wanted to present a
more correct form, but have created another thing! These sided or simpleton masterpieces
eventually has been cause to the fact that first of all some clean hearted and logical and sane
people have doubted religion and rituals as an effective means for materialistic and spiritual
constructive measures in life and generally make them refrain from pure humane religions
and rituals and thoughts and abhor them!
Since Standard Humanism has established its prin-ciples in a noble and deep and
realistic and humane way and with the goal of finding the absolute truth of human life, as a
result by finding the roots of the problems it comes to the conclusion that by referring to the
base of the human religions and beliefs and thoughts one should survey and present the
beliefs in their pure and primitive form; the specialized committees in the religion and belief
department of Universal Society are made up of representatives of all the human religions
and rituals and also representatives from all the countries of the world who have the duty of
continuously going through and cleansing all human beliefs, and it is the main and legitimate
universal organization and it safe keeps the correctness and health of human beliefs from the
penetration of the Satanic 10%; Religion and beliefs belong to all human beings and not
only to the group who believe in it! As a result it should get rid of the penetration and
domination of the Satanic 10% and be presented by representatives of all nations of the world
in its pure form and be protected by human world, so it doesn’t become a tool for tormenting
and oppressing people, and keeping them short sighted and illiterate, … Cleansing religions
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and beliefs in their pure and primitive form will lead to the eradication and removal of
Satanic leeches which have stuck to them each of which have changed the vision of
religions and beliefs in their own way, and introduce it in a prejudiced and ignorant
manner; these leeches set violence and prejudice and superiority seeking as their culture in
world relations.
Human beliefs have an immense importance; beliefs are the sky of the life of human
beings, so these skies should be cleaned from any darkness of ignorance, prejudice, violence
and ineptitude, and this can’t be achieved unless through a great universal and truth seeking
human org-anization which through its strong control and preservation takes away the demon
of ignorance and darkness from human religions and beliefs.
Taking human religions and beliefs out of the do-minance and control and penetration
of the Satanic 10% and new leadership of it by representatives from all human rituals in a
legitimate and international organization will pave the way for cleansing and purifying them.
Each group who introduces itself as the follower of a clean and pure religion and
thought, necessarily can’t prove its legitimacy through claims, there may be a group that is
among the Satanic 10%, and by taking over part of that religion and belief want to impose
their Satanic and schismatically imposed opinions to others, and as a result create chaos and
insecurity; control and preserving human belief and religion in Universal Society by the
cleanest and most credited known followers of them is the only legitimate and legal
religious and faith based guarantee, and whatever is out of this circle is Satanic
penetration and struggles to take control and dominate over beliefs.
Cleansing beliefs and correcting them will create a colorful and beautiful collection
which will illuminate the eyes of all people and believers in spiritual and social human
religions and rituals, and will lead to the spiritual, mental, moral health of human world;
Strong and pervasive management and protection of Universal Society of Standard Human is
the strongest guarantee of belief which will cut the control and penetration of the Satanic
10% for ever and will be cause that their ignorant followers and their stupid thoughts will be
eradicated from human life gradually and only the light and brightness of religion and beliefs
will remain and safe kept.
Religions and beliefs and their subgroups
The subgroups of the department of religion and beliefs of Universal Society have a special
vastness; since the goals of the department of religion and beliefs is vast and com-prehensive,
its subgroups contains all the religions and beliefs of the world!
The subgroups of the department of religion and beliefs of Universal Society are:
1/ The committee for research, finding the root and cleansing the religions and beliefs and
human rituals.
2/ The individual committee for compiling the correct and original form of human beliefs.
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3/ The committee for approximating and unifying religions and beliefs.
4/ The committee for compiling the common points of religions and beliefs.
5/ The committee for finding the truth of Human World.
6/ The committee for setting up the educational and propaganda policy of religions and
beliefs.
7/ The committee for studying religious and social behavior of mankind.
8/ The committee for control and monitoring and protecting religions and beliefs.
9/ The committee for distinguishing between beliefs and thoughts and philosophies of new
rituals.
10/ The specialty committee for recognition and prevention of penetration of the ignorant and
the selfish and the power seekers to the arena of religions and beliefs.
11/ …

3rd Dept. / Culture and Art and the Beauties of Life
Each human individual or society, and each nation and culture has his own special
personality and nobility, and he can only understand his true value and reach his overall limit
of progress and development, that he has grown through knowing his self and finding his
self-based on his nature and talents and capabilities, and reach the nobility so that he can
shine like a gem among other societies and cultures and shed his light, this is a sure fact that
this growth will be a reason for us to witness different societies with their unique beauties
next to one another, and instead of blindly imitating each other, we will be reason for growth
and elevation of each other next to one another.
For sure cultural purification and purifying each culture will lead to overall and
progressive growth and progress in him; the effects that will occur in the mind and soul of
human beings are nothing but becoming alive; the succulence and freshness which is
obtained due to paying attention to original values of human life by the people in the world
will be so deep that they will leave great mental and spiritual, and physical and metaphysical
effects in all aspects of human life.
Human Society should be original and beautiful and clean in the best possible way;
beautiful in culture and customs and rituals, and architecture and clothes, and appearance and
the nature of everything; Human Society in Africa, Europe, Asia, America, Oceania and any
other part of the world should and strongly must be beautiful and clean and happy; human
beings should be happy; a humane joy, not a satanic and fake one! And not sad and
depressed.
In a world where good and humane and positive thinking children and girls and boys
and women and men live, the world must be at their service and clean and colorful and
happy; it is the ominous satanic world which is dirty and polluted and dark; the world of
human beings should be happy and bright so that the light of it can eradicate the darkness
of ignorance and superstition and delete it; this is the innate, natural, legal and celestial right
of all human beings to enjoy life in the cleanest, most beautiful and purest and the happiest
world.
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A brief about the history of culture and art and customs and rituals of human world
Human world is formed by culture and art, and customs and rituals and takes identity and
meaning; culture and customs and rituals are the same as his behavior and different forms of
his life which build the beauty and design and color of it; mankind in each spot of the Earth
and under the influence of different circumstances and geographical and environmental
circumstances, has reached an abundance of varieties in methods of life, customs and rituals,
architecture and clothing, the type of food, language and race and nationality; it is this
beautiful variety which is the result of his spread in different parts of the Earth, that has
created many beauties which even astonishes and makes mankind happy!
Culture and art, and human customs and rituals, have had an important role in the
formation and enrichment of his civilization; in general civilization is a social order, from
which Human Culture is formed; and only in a healthy and calm humane background human
talent flourishes and beautiful human cultures are created.
The culture of human society and his civilization from the beginning of the history of
his creation has had a close and inseparable relation and growth with one another, and what
can be distinguished today is fundamentally - made up of all he has gained in his life in the
field of politics, government and economy and science and religion - mixed and mingled with
it; in studying the history of civilization and formation of the culture of mankind we can refer
to the civilization of Indus, Sumer, Egypt, Babylon, Assyrian, Persia, India, China, Japan,
Greece and Rome and the beautiful civilizations and cultures of Africa and Latin America
and … On the whole all the cultures and various and rich aspects of history of mankind,
which one after another have presented different forms of colorful and different behavior and
principles and rules and customs and rituals of human beings, ….
Human culture is the most beautiful achievement of his life which mingles his life
with joy, leisure, fun and variety ….
The goals and duties of Culture and Art department
The Universal Society of Standard Human has been founded to reach the goal of establishing
peace and justice and multilateral universal materialistic and spiritual growth and
development which is the ultimate wish of mankind, and the goals and duties of the culture
and art and customs and ritual department are as follows:
1/ Supporting the foundation of family as a natural organization which is a social entity which makes
up humans.
2/ Studying and finding the origin of the culture and customs and rituals of nations and countries of
the world.
3/ Cleansing the culture and customs and rituals of human beings from the superstitions which have
entered it.
4/ Supporting and presenting the most beautiful aspects which exist in the culture and customs and
rituals of the society, architecture, clothes, food, ceremonies and ….
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5/ Designing new human and universal urbanization, having in mind human spirit and subtlety; and
avoiding design of ugly spaces which are tight and deserted and lead to stealth and or growth of
the spirit of the Satanic 10%.
6/ Designing new human and universal urbanization based on the correct dispersion of population
among cities and villages.
7/ Designing new human and universal urbanization based on designing new human and universal
urbanization based on.
8/ Design and environmental beautification of the world with the goal of living in a world which is
beautiful and clean and pure.
9/ Paying attention to spare time and creating the infrastructure for movies and leisure time and
healthy pastimes.
10/ Defending various languages and dialects of human beings.
11/ Development of universal tourism; (Hotel hospitality and …).
12/ Management and supporting sports of the world.
13/ Controlling World population.
14/ ….

Management and Cleansing
The main discussion of the thought of Standard Humanism is cleansing! Cleansing and
stopping the penetration of the Satanic 10% from all that mankind has! In line with this
Standard Humanism presents an international moral individual, social and humanistic culture
and at the same time, through design of its five dimensional constructive human principles
(The principles of Standard Humanism), has an extensive effort to cleanse the impurities
which have entered the human culture and art and customs and rituals through Worldwide
Standard Human Society, and as a result pave the way for more cooperation of mankind
through human culture and art and customs and rituals.
Standard Humanism has deep belief in keeping human nobility and values in all
departments and aspects of his life; bear in mind the difference between an artificial flower
and a beautiful and fragrant and natural flower; everyone can feel this difference quite well
and distinguish it; an artificial flower lacks the splendid and exhilarating natural beauties, but
a natural flower from any kind and form and color and type is gracious and beautiful and
brings joy; the life of human beings at present is boring with non-dynamic cultural goals and
artificial! As a result mankind should be salvaged from this artificial life and commence his
natural human life; by a natural life we don’t mean that all people should go to the heart of
Mother Nature and leave their urban life! But we mean he has to form his life in a suitable
and beautiful way and by considering all the prerequisites of a complete human life.
In a complete human life everything is placed in its correct, beautiful and beneficial
position and without congestion and any complications; man should reach its origins and by
recognizing his roots and knowing his culture he should set the foundation for rules and
regulations, and build a beautiful and clean society based on complete needs of his human
life; such a beautiful human life will be visualized in a world where population is controlled;
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dispersion of population and building of cities and villages, and wide and safe roads and
highways, should be done with international study and expertise; the architecture of different
countries and cities and villages should be executed and designed based on the new map and
the superior universal engineering; in each region and country and village in the world a
factory is established which produces clothes of that region so that in addition to providing
suitable job, the authentic and beautiful outfit of each region is produced and supplied in that
region; the feeding of the people of the world is controlled by a universal great organization,
and hunger is eradicated in all regions of the world; the superstitious and ignorant ceremonies
and rituals and customs in some parts of the world will be removed, and through an extensive
study carried out by the culture department of Universal Society, suitable customs and rituals
and ceremonies and religious and non-religious services will be designed to substitute and as
a result the national identity of different countries of the world and tools to create joy and
variety in their life through creating entertainment with their cultural rituals is provided ….
Hence succulence and effervescence which is gained by people of the world because
of paying attention to noble values of human life will be so deep which will have great
spiritual and mental and moral effects in all aspects of human life, and this is Human
originality, and reaching the human nature which is lost and has been attacked by cultural
ignorance and inaptitude and superstition and superiority, ….
The culture and art and customs and rituals department of Universal Society of
Standard Human protect the noble human cultures, who follow their flourish in their own
limitations; based on the thought of Standard Human each nation and country should and it is
called for them to appreciate their architecture and clothing and customs and rituals and
culture in a noble and animated and modern way, and they should defend implementation of
their culture against any cultural attack of the Satanic 10%! The Satanic 10% weakens other
cultures through cultural propaganda by all marketing and destructive methods, and try to
develop their culture and way of life; hence nations should be alert and by wearing beautiful
clothes with original and at the same time modern designs by the designers of their country
and their culture, and also with their wonderful architecture, and their food and national and
ethnic customs and rituals, they will give priority to their own culture and defend their
originality; the culture of each nation - provided it is supported by a universal organization
which supports all cultures - it suits that very nation; cultural alienation will have no result
but mental and spiritual crush for the defeated nation; cultural alienation and mental and
personality defeat which is resulted by it, will make the spirit of man depressed and tired and
uncertain, and as a result the joy of human life is lost.
The culture department of Universal Society will defend the culture of nations in an
equal and original way, in a way that their self-confidence and pride in using their beautiful
local culture among people in each part of the world will reach its peak, and each nation with
a personality which is supported by the thought of Standard Human - in addition to keeping
its cultural identity - will appreciate other cultures and respect them just like his own culture
and see the value of human world in the variety of its culture.
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The spirit of human being is the origin of all that is good and right and have roots in
the order and infinite beauty of the world, this is why any disorder and impurity makes him
uneasy, hence cultural correction is among the great human needs in the third millennium
which is carried out by Universal Society made up of representatives from all cultures and
countries in the world for the purpose of reviving human life on Earth.
Culture and art and its subgroups
The subgroups of the department of culture and art and custom and rituals of the Universal
Society has a special span; since the goals of the department of culture and customs and
rituals is vast and pervasive, as a result its subgroups will include all the culture and art and
customs and rituals of the world!
The subgroups of the department of culture and art and custom and rituals of the
Universal Society are as follows:
1/ The committee for supporting the organization of family as the most important secure
human organization.
2/ The committees for supporting the execution of customs and rituals of the nations of the
world.
3/ The design committees in charge of presenting the best original and modern architectural
and urbanization displays of the world, with the goal of maintaining the architecture of
different regions of the world based on their originality, and also mingling them with the best
aspects of architecture and fortified and modern international structures.
4/ The committee to supervise the architecture and urban-ization of the world, to control and
take into consideration the fundamentals of design and aesthetics of architecture in different
areas of the world, and protecting the architecture from penetration of alien architecture.
5/ The committee for design and presenting the most beautiful original and at the same time
modern displays of cover and outfits of the people of the world, with the goal of maintaining
the original and beautiful and various cover of different areas and regions of the world, and
encouraging people to wear national customs by different nations.
6/ The committee to supervise the outfits and cover of the people of the world, and
prevention of cultural alienation towards national cover and cover culture problems.
7/ The committee for design and study of the roads and highways of the world based on the
new position of universal urban design.
8/ The study committee for the nutrition of the different people of the world and enriching the
nutrition of poor nations.
9/ The committee for establishing the infrastructure for leisure time and spare time.
10/ The committee for local languages and accents.
11/ The committee for controlling the world population.
12/ Tourism.
13/ The committee for universal sports.
14/ The specialized committee for recognizing and pre-vention the penetration of the ignorant
and the selfish and the power seekers to the arena of culture and art and customs and rituals
of the world.
15/ ….
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4th Dept. / Science and knowledge
To combat ignorance and prejudice and misdirection, and to oppose and overcome the
penetration of the Satanic 10% in human life, Science learning and gaining knowledge should
be placed at the head of all human affairs; this must be done continually in order to absolutely
prevent the penetration of ignorance and misdirection; having faith and belief in the five
principles of Standard Humanism and control and pervasive and powerful management of
Worldwide Standard Human Society, reaches its peak only with the consciousness and the
scientific knowledge of the world’s population, and thus guarantees the peace and felicity of
the human world for good; this effort, is a continuous struggle and a moment of pride and
ignorance can open the way to penetration of Satanic 10% and endanger the human peace and
happiness.
A brief about the history of S. & Knowledge of human world
Science and knowledge, are the result of human efforts in order to find answers and solutions
that he faces in his life; science is a set of theories, opinions and practical and ex-perimental
activities which are trying to discover the secret of the natural world; science and knowledge
are developed and used by researchers and scientists - with an emphasis on observation,
experience and description of the world - with the help of scientific methods and techniques;
the range of researches, studies and scientific findings of human are vast and include
numerous subjects and branches; among which, we can point to biology, astronomy, botany,
biology, chemistry, geology, paleontology, physics, mathematics, algebra, calculus,
geometry, logic, statistics, trigonometry, economics, anthropology, nutrition, geography,
linguistics, political science, sociology, philosophy, psychology, agri-culture, computer
science, pharmacology and …; these sciences go under the main categories of natural
sciences, mathematics, social sciences, technical and medical sciences; .…
In prehistoric times, science and knowledge was passed from generation to
generation in an oral tradition; then the discovery and development of writing system enabled
the man to store and conserve the scientific findings from getting lost and destroyed;
scientific history of mankind has witnessed an extensive growth and progress; these scientific
findings began from ancient Sumer in Mesopotamia 3500 years ago with detailed records;
then the amplitude of growth and development of the scientific findings of man reached from
Mesopotamia to Egypt, Greece, India and China; … The scientific development and growth
of man has traveled from ancient period to Islamic scientific growth period then to central
European scientific period; since then and during the next centuries, science entered it’s
efflorescence period and traversed the growth path rapidly; human scientific findings over the
last two centuries have changed his life miraculously.
The goals and duties of Science and Knowledge department
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Worldwide Standard Human Society has been established in order to achieve the goal of
providing peace and justice, and comprehensive universal materialistic and spiritual growth
and development of the world which is the ultimate desire of mankind, and the goals and
duties of the science and knowledge department of it are as follows:
1/ Public education and eradication of illiteracy, ignorance, prejudice and villainy in all
scientific and social fields ….
2/ Maintaining and controlling the worldwide physical and mental health.
3/ Supporting the establishment of educational institutions at all the levels from elementary to
higher academic levels.
4/ Establishment of international organizations and research centers.
5/ Financial and moral support of scientists, researchers, geniuses and inventors in all fields
of science and research.
6/ ….
Management and Cleansing
The main subject of discussion of Standard Humanism thought is cleansing! Cleansing and
cutting the influence of the Satanic 10% of all that human beings have in possession! In this
regard Standard Humanism in addition to providing individual moral culture, social and
international human culture, takes comprehensive efforts through designing its five
dimensional human making principles (The principles of Standard Humanism), to clean
impurities entered the science and human knowledge, and thus provides a better collaboration and interaction between mankind through human science and knowledge.
From general point of view, science growth th-roughout the history and especially in
the last two centuries has been fast and pervasive; but the growth of human life’s standards in
regard to his society and standards of living, social welfare and basic literacy has remained of
very poor quality! The subject of scientific researches is a fundamental issue, which requires
the continuous human pursuit so that he could access more findings, but this point shouldn’t
be forgotten that these findings relate to humanity and must be used and understood by all
human beings in order to synchronize the level of human knowledge with the World; if in the
poor parts of the World, part of the science and scientific behavior stays useless, due to low
basic literacy, it can’t be claimed that human beings have a good level of knowledge; basic
science must be upgraded simultaneously and coordinately with the technical science growth
in all its aspects and subcategories so the scientific understanding of human gets to a higher
level in general and evenly; the World’s population remaining illiterate in Third world
countries and especially in poor parts of the world, slows down the scientific growth of
humans just imagine if only in medicine and health section, we could increase the general
literacy and people of the world would take care of their physical health and hygiene due to
correct education; it is easy to understand that this way the heavy responsibility of further
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care and therapies will become lighter and in addition to financial cost savings, opportunities
to improve human’s knowledge and science would increase as well, and thus human’s time
and financial resources would not be spending constantly on global public health issues; in
this regard and as a first urgent solution, simple and systematic educational courses should be
designed to teach simple and scientific subjects step by step and in short terms to people in
deprived areas, so they gain gradually general awareness and get the necessary education in
various personal, social and hygienic issues; this urgent method will raise the level of literacy
and general knowledge of people in deprived areas in no time and with lower costs in a more
practical way without getting them involved with time-consuming classic educational
systems, and will improve in general the level of awareness and literacy of the man; elevating
the level of world’s public education regarding personal health and sanitary issues and social
communications, and knowledge and public awareness leads humankind one step forward to
a better understanding of human as well .…
Simple lessons along with the quick and urgent informative methods in deprived areas
contribute to a quicker learning process and with the support of the science and knowledge
department of the World Society of the Standard Human facilitates its way to reach an
appropriate and adequate global level; this short term training courses should include all the
educational topics with the subject of literacy, health, religious awareness and healthy and
anti-superstitious belief, peaceful human culture and ethics, general information, geography
and history and ... (At the top of its concerns); increasing public awareness is a guarantee to
stop human exploitation and colonialism.
Human scientific growth hasn’t been equal and identical to the theoretical and global
growth of science; knowledge and the science department of the Universal Society of
Standard Human will fill this gap with its radical and comprehensive management, and will
raise the human knowledge to its adequate level with elevating the public education level as
well as the technical education in parallel, ….
As the public parliament of the world’s countries, according to the proposed
governmental system of Standard Human, are composed of deputies elected among university
professors, and these groups have a great influence on the proposal and approval legislation
of their respective countries, the development of higher education and modern academic
systems is extremely important ….
Science and knowledge and their subgroups
The science and knowledge department of the world society have a very rich subgroups;
since the goals and subjective of the science and knowledge department are extensive and
comprehensive, so its subgroups deal with all the global knowledge and scientific issues!
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Subgroups of the science and knowledge department are as follows:
1/ Committee to support international scientific and social literacy and poverty alleviation.
2/ Educational and informative committee to defend human social rights.
3/ Global Health Committee that seeks to maintain physical and mental health.
4/ Higher Education Committee.
5/ Committee to promote and support complementary skills.
6/ Committee to protect scientists and inventors and geniuses.
7/ Specialized committee to identify and avoid the influence of ignorant and egoists and
power seekers on science and knowledge domains.
8/ ….

5th Dept. / Economy, commerce and business
One of the greatest efforts of human in life - along with his efforts to establish a just
government during the history, and discovering the truth and understanding the World, as
well as finding the best way and manner of spiritual and social life - has been his efforts to
creating jobs and promoting his livelihoods; having a job, making a profit, earning a living
and looking for a life without poverty and insolvency have been always the greatest concern
of the man during history, and of course like other important things in his life he has endured
difficulties in the path to reach them, and he has been exposed to exploitation and oppression
extensively.
History has witnessed the constant efforts of man to achieve the minimum subsistence
to survive his life, to the extent that to escape poverty and access food he has launched many
wars! To seize the belongings of others and save himself from hunger and poverty; man –
even in the current era and with abundant facilities and resources and wealth and food
products - has never been able to get rid of hunger and poverty!
A brief about the history of E. & Commerce of human world
The world of business and livelihood and ultimately the world of economy and commerce has
witnessed lots of up and downs; Social class differences, hunger and poverty, oppression and
exploitation, illiteracy and social and cultural backwardness have always been the source of
all the human miseries; man has never been able to overcome his poverty, because he didn’t
possess the necessary knowledge and the sufficient science and management, or he has been
caught by greed and avarice that has taken from him the opportunity to establish the justice in
his economic life.
Man through the acquisition of knowledge in eco-nomy, production and distribution
has tried to reach a fair system so he could overcome the problems of unemployment and
poverty with the help of better management of resources and his productive assets; .…
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Economics is a science that according to the shortage of goods and means of
production and the unlimited needs of human, deals with the optimal product allocation; the
fundamental question of the economic science is gaining the maximum satisfaction and
desires of humans; this knowledge is divided into two main branches: Microeconomics and
Macroeconomics; Adam Smith is known generally as the pioneer of modern economics;
nowadays, this science has been taken away from the other human sciences because of using
the mathematical models; for example: the Game theories which are expanding with a
topological approach …; or in the macroeconomics fields where the differential equations
and the optimization of functions and the utility of integral with differential equations
constraints known as the Hamiltonian equations are common ….
Microeconomics
Microeconomics studies the economic behavior of in-dividuals and economic markets and
analyzes the methods of distribution of products and the costs between them;
microeconomics considers the individuals as workers and capital producer as well as the final
consumers; and it looks the same way to the economic enterprises as the capital and labor
consumers, and the products manufacturers; micro-economics seeks to identify the effect of
rational behavior in humans; according to the limited resources (For example work force,
capital, land, management ability and …) peoples and economic markets are willing to take
the most out of the existing resources; functions of supply, demand, production, costs,
markets, general equilibrium and welfare economics take part in this field of economics.
Macroeconomics
Macroeconomics deals with the study of economic issues of a country on a nationwide scale;
international economy is in charge of studying global economics; subjects like economic
stability, foreign trade balance, economic growth, employment, inflation, government
expenditures and revenues, economic recession, financial crisis, unemployment, poverty and
deve-lopment economics are examined in this field of economics.
Unlike microeconomics, macroeconomics is not concerned with individual’s
behavior, yet it is shaped by the sum of the individual behaviors; Keynes, the father
of Modern Economics, has presented a clear example of the same behavior in the area of
micro - and macro - levels, which is known as the paradox of thrift; if people save their
money individually, they will have more financial strength in subsequent years and will be
able to make use of their accumulated capital, but if all the individuals increase their savings
simultaneously and save most of their incomes, the whole economy falls, and this will also
reduce the production rate, as a result the future income of individuals will drop; hence
increasing the savings can be useful for individuals, however it could have different effects
on the society as a whole than on the individual’s life.
Another example: if a company replaces one or more members of its staff with the
new machinery, it will turn undoubtedly out to its advantage, but if all the companies act the
same at once, the rate of unemployment evaluate and the national income will reduce, so it
leads to a lower demand for company’s productions and their profits will drop; so the demand
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for company’s productions will fall and their profits will drop; that’s why the effects at the
macro level can be opposed to those at the micro level; ….
The Branches of economics
Economics can be best divided into following branches:
Media economics, Political economics, International economics, Welfare economics, Industrial economics,
Agricultural economics, Public economics, Natural resource economics, Environmental economics, Energy
economics,

Development

economics,

Urban

economics,

Regional

economics,

Microeconomic,

Macroeconomics, Public sector economics, Managerial economics, The Economics of exhaustible resources,
Transport economics, Theoretical economics, The Economics of renewable resources, Mathematical economics,
Engineering economics, Sports economics, Health economics, Education economics, Business economics,
population economics, Jungle Economics, ….

Schools of economic thoughts
Schools of economic thoughts are classified as below:
Scholasticism (Ethics-oriented economics), Mercantilism (Trade oriented economics), Physiocracy (Economics
based on Nature’s originality), Classical political economy, Institutionalism, Historical school of economics,
Socialism economics, Neoclassical economics (Marginalism), Keynesianism, Neoliberalism economics, NeoKeynesian economics, Chicago school of economics (Monetarism or money supply oriented economics), New
classical macroeconomics, New Keynesian economics, Structuralism economics, Austrian school of economics,
Reaganomics (Supply-side economics), Real business cycle theory of economics, Economic theories of ancient
Greek philosophers, …

Economic systems
Economic systems are classified as follows:
Slavery's economic system, Feudalism, Capitalism, Imperialism, Socialism, and ….

The goals and duties of the E. and Commerce department
Worldwide Standard Human Society has been established in order to achieve the goal of
providing peace and justice, and comprehensive universal materialistic and spiritual growth
and development of a world which is the ultimate desire of mankind, and the goals and duties
of its economy and commerce department are as follows:
1/ Establishing cooperation between economic sectors and international trade.
2/ Studying and balancing the global production among the world’s countries.
3/ Strengthening and expanding of industry and international industrial cooperation.
4/ Supporting and producing strategic products and their distribution in the world.
5/ Providing job opportunities and international job security.
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6/ Supporting the weak parts of the world and contributing to the improvement of social
justice, and having the minimum needs of human life.
7/ Controlling and eradicating the global poverty.
8/ Promoting and development of agriculture on a world-wide scale.
9/ Development of industry and technology.
10/ Providing energy and development of clean energies.
11/ ….
Management and Cleansing
The main subject of discussion of Standard Humanism thought is cleansing! Cleansing and
cutting the influence of the Satanic 10% of all that human beings have in possession! In this
regard Standard Humanism in addition to providing individual moral culture, social and
international human culture, takes comprehensive efforts through designing its five
dimensional human making principles (The principles of Standard Humanism) to clean
impurities entered in the economy and commerce of human world, and thus provides a better
collaboration and interaction between mankind through the economy and commerce of the
human world.
Economic cooperation among developing countries of the world, fair system of
production and distribution, establishing security and creating employment opportunities and
money making and income, etc. have largely faded the problem of poverty and
unemployment in human societies of the actual modern world; but do the people of the world
benefit from the economic justice and do they have the right to enjoy the human world’s
resources in a proper way? Have the poverty and unemployment been eradicated in the
world’s richest countries? Have International commerce and cooperation been able to cover
poor countries, and allow them to enjoy a safe living - without worrying about unemployment
and hunger? ….
Since when man should witness poverty and un-employment, therefore its ominous
consequences like robbery, murder, addiction and using drugs, the growth of drug and arms
trafficking (In various forms) and the strangest one the terrorism?! It may seem strange but
possibly the terrorism and half of the reason of the formation of terrorist groups in its various
forms are due to unemployment! Unemployment in deprived areas of the world encourage
the negative and bad mentality, and consequently leads to the creation and formation of all
kinds of offenses and crimes, and formation of smuggling gangs, and ultimately to the
formation of terrorism and terrorist groups, and as a result of this the human world would be
faced with a variety of risks and dangers and their tragic, bitter and sad consequences.
Global tyranny and oppression and authoritarianism and wealth amassing - combined
with the exploitation of poor countries - and thus the occurrence of injustice in human life
make some countries poor and this leads to the un-employment of their competent and skilled
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forces! This unemployment drag the mind of a suffering and oppressed human to thousands
of illegal and inhuman works, one of a which is smuggling (In its various forms), and another
is the formation of reformative thoughts among suffering groups; these groups which are
composed of talented and un-employed people appear in a way that make their surrounding
unsafe, and gradually with penetrating to the other areas - through ideological influence transform to a threat and danger that target the humanity; On the one hand they en-danger
global peace and (international) stability, and on the other hand they claim global
modification in their own style! Certainly their ideology and their thoughts are not universal,
because it comes from revenge and imagined superiority; nevertheless they form a claiming
group that by creating insecurity drag the world toward chaos and anarchy.
In a healthy and normal world, such a reformative thought and claiming groups
would never be born; if the world goes routinely and accurately and the management shows a
high capacity in the World, then some bored and unemployed people would not think about
the reformation of the World! And therefore like other people or other thinkers would be
engaged in their own work; in a stress-free and unperturbed situation, and in a safe condition
of existence of a healthy human life, these people would never think about the ideas above
their intellectual capacities; if the ad-ministrators of the human societies couldn’t
dispense/serve the least human justice in all sections of the human life and in the global
society, it is natural that every small or big group would claim to be able to modify and
reform the human world with its ideology! And the worse is that in a world plagued by poor
management, the time and thought of all the human beings would be involved with reforming
and development of the world; and eventually it would be headed toward widespread stress
and tension; ….
Fair distribution of wealth, job creation and job security, social justice and … will
prevail the peace and tranquility in the World, and aside from preventing the formation of the
groups who claim the global reform, this will even calm the religions and all the global
reasonable thoughts! In a society where an inclusive and humanitarian law that protects
everyone’s right govern, in fact a large part of the ideological tensions and superiority
dominance and claims and arguments and theories will fade and the man reaches a calm state,
and can begin to experience the best life! ….
Imagine a group of scientists and specialists and normal and honorable men that have
been kept from working and captivated by a problem, their working efficiency will fall as
long as they are involved with that problem, but once the problem is solved, they begin to
focus on their life and their work, and would be able to achieve enormous progress with
concentration and tranquility; man throughout the history has always been involved with
many problems that has taken away from him the opportunity to live a human life; so with
solving his problems by comprehensive thinking and humanitarian management he would be
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able to reach real peace and satisfaction, and engage in a healthy human life, together with
greater attention and efforts to achieve financial and spiritual horizons.
A good management, healthy beliefs away from divisiveness and superiority,
beautiful cultures, science and knowledge, and dynamic economy and commerce will supply
the human world with total prosperity that man deserves.
Economy and commerce and their subgroups
The economy and international commerce department have very rich subgroups; since the
goals and subjective of economy and commerce department are numerous, so its subgroups
embrace all the economy and the global commerce issues!
Subgroups of the economy & international commerce department are as follows:
1/ Committee to study the economic and commerce and the world’s trade cooperation.
2/ Committee to determine and recognize the global allocation and production capacity.
3/ Committee to provide job and international job placement.
4/ Global wealth fund and financial support of the Earth’s renovation.
5/ International fund of maintenance of global security.
6/ International fund of research and study of human life on Earth and other planets.
7/ International fund of disasters and poverty alleviation.
8/ Committee to support and provide financial resources for international road construction.
9/ Committee to support and provide the clean energies.
10/ Global Exchange.
11/ Specialized committee to identify and avoid the influence of the ignorant and egoists and
power seekers in economy and commerce domains.
12/ ….
The goals and duties of the five Managerial Dep-artments of the Universal Society
and its subgroups are far more extensive than what was mentioned in this chapter briefly;
therefore it is hoped that after the formation of the Universal Society of Standard Human and
the global expert reviews, a comprehensive system of Universal Society of Standard Human
would be developed and would start its global move toward creating a complete and a
massive world of humanity.
http://www.standardhumanism.org
info@standardhumanism.org
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